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Site 100 ha of which 50% land for sale 
1. obtain land, remediation, demolish
2. site preparation and utilities
3. final pavements, landscaping, lighting
4. plan costs  (urban plan, plot contracts, marketing -> 16% of investments 2. & 3 above)

5. infrastructure  costs (-> 14% on investments 2 & 3 above)

6. contingency 6%
7. fund for special investments
8. VAT

Total 186 million euros

Financial sheet: 2013
Aerial photo: 2008
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in less then 10 years
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Secured through legally binding Zoning Plan 
(bestemmingsplan)
Governs (partly) the planning permission
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Who provides for schools, 
kindergartens?

How does it work with
social housing?

And shops?
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11 developments researched

Conclusions:

- plan costs cities are lower in case of 
self build

- sales revenues for self build plots  
received quicker

Take into account the initial costs.

Costs and revenues
of self build and
housing developers
compared.
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There is a difference in costs involved. 
Micro and macro management …
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How did you decide to 
locate certain types of 
housing where you did? 

What about ‘I build
affordable’

-> variety, mix !
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€ 150.000 

€ 200.000

€ 100.000 

€    50.000

contribution IbbA 
mortgage related costs, solicitor
independent self build advisor
administrative expenses building permit
utilities 
kitchen, extras 

VAT on construction costs

CONSTRUCTION incl. architect, advisors

LANDplots 100 à 120 m2 

houses 105 à 145 m2 

‘I build affordable’ 190.500 – 2.000 subsidy =  € 

Fact sheet: 2013
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How to persuade the
public to buy plots? 

1. adopting an attractive masterplan
2. provide variety of plot sizes
3. set out clear conditions for purchase of plots
4. have a simple sales brochure (with ‘plot passport’)
5. ensure place-making principles
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Don’t under-estimate the buying public
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Have certain 
Have certain 
plot sizes/types 
proved to be 
more popular 
than others?at

Map Homeruskwartier 2013
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Build plots which sold 
quickly
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Build plots which sold 
quickly

Build plots which sold 
slowly
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Build plots which sold 
quickly

Build plots which sold 
slowly

Unsold plots 
(sold over time)
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reservations for free during 4 weeks
(if demand is high, consider reservation fee)

land contract implies:
after 1 month -> 10% payment of the land (reservation fee)
after 1 year -> building permit must be obtained

-> land transferred to plot buyer
-> payment of the remaining 90% 

after 3 years -> completion of the house

Fact sheet: 2013

What about
terms in the land 
contract?hat
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Of couse, why not? 

But, 
- building permit is essential
- land contract has build-out clauses
- site inspections carried out to monitor progress

Note: there is an increasing shortage of skilled carpenters !

Is Is Do-it-
yourself allowed?
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What about Walter Segal?
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1. as they are small, they are easy to (re)locate



Movable house is nice. A movable 
village is better.



Movable house is nice. A movable 
village is better.



Architect and co-founder of KODASEMA Ülar Mark

2. as they are small, they promote innovation

Architect and co-founder of KODASEMA Ülar Mark
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3.  advantage of no connection points for water, sewerage, and electricity. 

TINY TIM of Faro Architects
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Demographic change: 

smaller and more households

more generations means more homes?



The ageing of the United Kingdom: 
Population aged 65 and over, 2010.
UK Government Web Archive – The National Archives

The ageing of the United Kingdom: Population aged 65 and over (2010)
UK Government Web Archive – The National Archives

https://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/mortality-ageing/focus-on-older-people/older-people-s-day-2011/stb-opd-2011.html
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Not found your 
dream home?

Build it yourself!
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